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Mitchell v Drifters Holiday Village (Residential Parks) [2011] NSWCTTT 418 (9 September 2011)

CONSUMER, TRADER & TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division


APPLICATION NO:

RP 11/03507 & 20 other applications

APPLICANT:

Neil Mitchell

RESPONDENT:

Regandi Pty Ltd t/as Drifters Holiday Village

APPLICATION:

Proposed rent increase is excessive 

APPEARANCES:

Ms Faye Urquhart of the Affiliated Park Residents Association on behalf of all applicants

Mr Roman Tarnawsky an officer of the Caravan & Camping Industry Association of NSW on behalf of the respondents

HEARING:

At Tweed Heads on 7 June 2011 

LEGISLATION:

Residential Parks Act 1998 (“the Act”)



ORDERS

On 7 June 2011 the Tribunal having heard the evidence of the parties made the following orders:

	The Tribunal finds the proposed rent increase of $8.50 per week to be excessive and orders that rent payable under the Residential Site Agreement is not to exceed $143.50 per week for a period of 12 months from 1 March 2011.


	Any rent paid since 1 March 2011 in excess of $143.50 is to be credited to the applicant’s rent account within 14 days of this date.


The applicant has sought written reasons for the above determination.


REASONS FOR DECISION

1.	The applicants are residents of the residential park situated at 	Chinderah NSW called Drifters Holiday Village (“Drifters”).  On 20 	December 2010 residents were given notice of a proposed increase in 	the rent from $138.00 per week to $146.50, being an increase of $8.50 	per week. This increase was to come into effect on 1 March 2011.   

2.	24 residents made application to the Tribunal claiming the proposed rent increase was excessive. Three of the applications were withdrawn and the remaining 21 were heard at Tweed Heads on 7 June 2011.  Prior to the hearing the parties endeavoured to resolve their dispute in conciliation with Tribunal Member, Mr Rex Butler.  That conciliation was unsuccessful and the matter then proceeded to a hearing.  

3.	Ms Urquhart had been authorised to appear for all applicants and was given leave to represent them at the hearing.  Mr Tarnawsky was also granted leave to represent the park owner.  

4.	Drifters is located at Chinderah in close proximity to the large regional centre of Tweed Heads/Coolangatta.  There are 182 sites in total of which 114 are occupied by permanent residents and 68 available for short term tourist accommodation.

5.	Drifters is located amongst residential development.  It is adjacent to the freeway but has a land buffer between the residential park and roadway.  There is a large open area to the north which is leased from the RTA for campsites but at the time of inspection was largely unoccupied.  Thus it was available for recreation by residents.  

6.	The homes owned by the applicants are either relocatable homes or caravans with rigid annexes.  Sites are generally 100 square metres although there are some larger sites within the park.  Some of the homes occupied by the applicants do not have their own bathrooms and laundry facilities.  As a consequence these applicants need to use the amenities provided by the park owner.

7.	The residential park is in a good state of repair. There are individual 	mailboxes provided for residents and bore water is available for use on 	residents’ gardens.

8.	I note that at the time of inspection the amenities blocks are well 	maintained and each of the 3 separate blocks consist of shower 	cubicles, toilets and laundry.

9.	Facilities at Drifters include swimming pool set in a visually appealing 	setting, barbecue areas, playground, security gates, a shop providing 	basic items, and a small community or television room.

10.	The parties raised a number of the matters enumerated in section 57 of 	the Act.  I shall deal with each in turn.


Section 57(a) – Comparable premises 

11.	The applicants claim the proposed increase was excessive having 	regard to the general market level of rents for comparable premises.  	The applicant relied upon rents payable in the following residential 	parks:

	Tweed Heritage at Chinderah

Pyramid Holiday Park at Tweed Heads West
North Star Holiday Park at Hastings Point
Ballina Headlands at Lennox 
Ballina Lakeside Holiday Park at Ballina
Hacienda Holiday Park at Chinderah
Homestead Holiday Park at Chinderah

12.	The park owner relied upon the following residential parks as being in 	the same locality:

	Homestead Holiday Park 

Hacienda Holiday Park 
Royal Pacific Tourist Retreat at Chinderah 
Tweed Heritage Caravan Park at Chinderah

13.	Royal Pacific and Tweed Heritage, although in the immediate locality, were stated in the comparative chart supplied by the respondent, to be not comparable to Drifters.  Notwithstanding this statement both were considered by the valuer in the valuation report submitted by the respondent.

14.	The respondent also relied upon comparable rents within Drifters stating that the rent for the other 86 residents have been increased to $146.50 per week from 1 March 2011. In addition 6 residents had taken up occupancy in the park in 2010 at a rental of $147.00 per week.

15.	I disregard the residential parks situated in the Ballina/Lennox Head area.  Whist they may be in a similar coastal location they do not have the same proximity to the large regional centre of Tweed/Gold Coast.  It is sufficient for the purposes of s57(a) to consider the 3 residential parks within the immediate locality, namely Tweed Heritage, Homestead and Hacienda.  Site fees at Tweed Heritage Caravan Park are $121.00 per week.  At Hacienda, site fees vary from $149.00 to $154.00 per week.  At Homestead, permanent site fees for a basic site appear to be $148.00 per week with additional rates for sites with an ensuite and those sites on the waterfront.

16.	In support of the park owner’s submission that the rent increase is not excessive, the respondent provided a valuation report from Herron Todd White. The valuer stated that in his opinion, market rent as at 25 January 2011 for a site in Drifters was $147.00 per week. 

17.	The valuer, Mr Paul Jones, was of the opinion that the 3 most comparable parks were Hacienda, Homestead and Royal Pacific Tourist Retreat. At the hearing, Mr Tarnawsky submitted that Homestead and Hacienda were most comparable to Drifters.  I find Royal Pacific not to be comparable as it is a small residential park of only 50 sites whilst Drifters has a total of 183. I do not disregard Tweed Heritage.  In regard to Homestead and Hacienda, the valuer noted that both had extensive frontage to the Tweed River with boat ramps but went on to state: 

	“in our opinion, both of these parks are similar/slightly inferior to the subject but have a superior location.  Overall, we consider them to be slightly superior to the subject.”  

18.	As Mr Jones has stated, both Homestead and Hacienda have extensive river frontage. This provides an amenity superior to that of Drifters.  The latter is a residential park surrounded by residential development and a freeway on one side.  Mr Jones gives no reason for his opinion that both Homestead and Hacienda are “similar/slightly inferior” to Drifters. The range of facilities at both Homestead and Hacienda cannot in my view be regarded as “similar/slightly inferior” to Drifters. I agree that Homestead and Hacienda have superior locations to Drifters. I disagree with the valuer’s conclusion that these two residential parks are “slightly superior” to Drifters. I find such a conclusion does not make sufficient allowance for the premium to be accorded to the riverfront location of these two residential parks both from recreational and amenity aspects. I am satisfied Homestead and Hacienda are considerably superior to Drifters.  

19.	As a consequence I am satisfied that the rent payable at Drifters should 	be significantly less than that payable at Homestead and Hacienda.  

20.	As to the rent being paid to residents other than the applicants, I would adopt the observations in Bennett v Keene and Kenne (RP 01/05820) and the observations I made in Anderson & Others v Tembury Pty Ltd (RP 06/30442) that there are many factors which diminish the capacity of residents to have any bargaining power in respect of determining rents within their residential park. These factors make the concept of a “general market level” one that has to be approached with caution when claimed to be reflected in the rent increase having been accepted by others within the residential park.  As to the 6 residents who took up residence within the park in 2010 at an entry rent of $147.00 per week, they are free of these constraints. However, they cannot be regarded as representative of the “general market level of rents” within Drifters. The concept of “general” means of widespread distribution and may involve a lag between what rent is agreed as the market level of rent by a few new entrants and the time when it can be regarded as being the market level of general application within the residential park.

21.	For these reasons I find the evidence as to the rent being paid by these 	new residents is not of significance under s 57(a).


Section 57(b) - The value of the residential premises

22.	The park owner relies on the value of the land as at 1 July 2008 in its 	Land Tax Assessment Notice.  In addition, the park owner relies upon 	evidence relating to the capital gain made upon the resale of various 	homes within the residential park over a period from 2000 to date.  	Overall, this table displays a capital gain of varying amounts.  

23.	The relevance of the land tax valuation has not been made clear in the 	proceedings. If it was to support a rate of return on investment there 	was no material provided for consideration.

24.	The homes located on the sites referred to in the park owner’s sales records belong to the residents. Thus the significance of the increase in value of their homes is not relevant unless it was established that this value is a consequence of the management and improvement of the park.  There was no such evidence.

Section 57(c) – Frequency and amount of past rent increases 

25.	The evidence provided establishes rent increases on 1 March in each year since March 2008. The amount of this increase has varied from 3.4% to 19.09%.

Section 57(d) – A general price index

26.	The applicants state the CPI figure for September 2010 was 2.6%.  The park owner says the average CPI All Groups (Sydney) for the period September 09 to September 2010 is 2.93%.  The difference is explained by the applicants using the All Groups Index.  Given the location of the residential park I prefer the All Groups Index as the more accurate reflection of cost increases.  The present rent increase of $8.50 per week represents an increase of 6.16%, considerably in excess of the 2.6% CPI figure.  The application of the CPI figure would result in an increase of rent from $138.00 per week to $141.60 per week. 

Section 57(f) – The amount of any outgoings

27.	The park owner says that it has incurred significant increases in operating costs over the previous 2 financial years.  These increases affect electricity, water, insurance and council rates.  The park owner stated manager and staff salaries and wages increased by 58% and vehicle expenses by 13.7%.  The park owner listed expenses in upgrading and maintenance work within the residential park totalling $38,430.00.  

28.	Ms Urquhart on behalf of the applicants said there were 182 sites within Drifters; 114 of which were occupied by permanent residents and the remaining 68 were tourist sites.  Ms Urquhart said there was no apportionment of the costs between the two differing occupancies.  

29.	The park owner has submitted a letter from its accountants, Aherns Accounting and Business Consultants dated 18 January 2011 analysing expenditure in the years 2008-2009 and 2009-2010. Mr Aherns states that the analysis concentrated “on expenditure items associated with the permanent tenants.” No explanation is provided as to how this was done. As a consequence I cannot determine the reliability of the methodology adopted by Mr Aherns.

30.	I find the weight given to the increases provided by the park owner has to be discounted by reason of the uncertainty as to the proportion of the costs in operating the residential park attributable to the facilities and services provided to permanent residents.   

31.	There is an additional difficulty with the analysis undertaken by Mr Aherns in that it does not provide the total of the outgoings incurred in operating the residential park over the two years. Such detail would enable an accurate assessment to be made as to the overall increase in outgoings in the course of operating the residential park. Thus I cannot accept that the average increase of 26.2% as recorded by Mr Aherns for the seven expenditure items noted necessarily represents the overall increase in outgoings. 

32.	Notwithstanding the above observations, I am satisfied there has been an increase in the outgoings incurred by the park owner in providing the facilities and services to permanent residents. I find the increase in outgoings to be in excess of the CPI increase.  

Section 57(g) – The estimated costs of any services provided by the park owner or resident

33.	The park owner does not charge residents for water usage.  The park owner says the costs of this has increased significantly by 16% from 2008-2009 to $69,449.00 in 2009-2010.  

34.	The provision of this service by the park owner has to be taken into account in assessing comparable rents at other residential parks.  I note that in the case of the 2 comparable residential parks for the purpose of these proceedings namely Homestead and Hacienda, there is also no charge to residents for water consumed on their sites.  Thus the comparison of rent in each of these residential parks is made in the same context.  

35.	The park owner provides a twice weekly collection of wheelie bins located at points around the park, generally not more than 50 metres distance from any resident.  In addition, a large two cubic metre bin is provided for resident green waste. If further capacity is required, another two cubic metre bin is available for residents at half the price paid by the park owner.  In addition, the park owner arranges for whitegoods to be collected free of charge.

Section 57(j) – Work done to the premises by the residents

36.	Sites within Drifters are well maintained by residents.  This is of benefit to both resident and park owner.  In this case I do not regard it as a significant consideration in determining whether or not the rent increase is excessive.

37.	Having regard to all of the matters set out above, I find the proposed rent increase to $146.50 to be excessive.  It is considerably in excess of the relevant CPI increase to September 2010.  An increase above the CPI is justified upon the basis that there has been an increase in the cost of operating the residential park in excess of the CPI figure.  

38.	In allowing an increase above the CPI, I have regard to the rent being paid for comparable sites in Homestead and Hacienda. The rent for a site at Drifters should be less than that payable at Homestead or Hacienda. Both of these residential parks are superior to Drifters.  

39.	Taking all of these matters into account, I determine the rent payable by the applicants for their site within Drifters should not exceed $143.50 per week (representing an increase of $5.50 per week) for a period of 12 months from 1 March 2011.

40.	Orders are made as set out at the commencement of these reasons.






H E Moore
Member 
Consumer, Trader & Tenancy Tribunal

9 September 2011



